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Multifoam


universal foam spray



cleans and degreases



dries very quickly



contains no abrasives

GENERAL INFO
MULTIFOAM is a universal, efficient foam spray to degrease and clean.
MULTIFOAM is easy and fast to use.
MULTIFOAM is safe to use even on sensitive surfaces.
MULTIFOAM contains no abrasives and has a pleasant odour.
MULTIFOAM leaves no traces, smears or coloured marks on surfaces.

TECHNICAL INFO
Product			
Base			
Specific weight		
Flash point		
Safety measures

: lightly foaming liquid in aerosol
: detergent, alcohol, additives, ammonia, perfume, demineralised water
: 0,900 at 20°C
: none
: please consult the MSDS (material safety data sheet)

PACKAGING
Aerosol 500 ml		
Abbreviation		

482001000-PI-Multifoam-EN-061212-P1/2

Article number 482001000
MFM

APPLICATIONS
INDUSTRY
Ideal for cleaning and degreasing of office, kitchen and bathroom furniture, tiles, washbowls in stainless steel and
aluminium, bath tubs, lighting, lacquered and enameled surfaces, leather and imitation leather seats, computer
material from screen to keyboard, porcelain, mirrors, carpets, ...
AUTOMOTIVE
Cleans all polished, chromium plated, lacquered and plastified surfaces, such as rims, seat and door upholstery.
Removes nicotine, stripes of shoe blacking, even insect excrements and dead insects on windscreens, headlights.
MOTORBIKES
Removes grease, dirt and light resins on rims, fairing, windscreen, clothing, ...

MULTIFOAM contains no abrasives and has a pleasant odour.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Shake the aerosol before use.
- Spray the application with the foam spray.
- Let interact for a moment.
- Dry the surface by rubbing with a clean, non-fluffy cloth and afterwards rub the surface again with a dry cloth.
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All information, including illustrations, is believed to be reliable. Users, however, should independently evaluate the suitability of each product for their application. Novatio makes no warranties as to the accuracy of completeness
of the information, and disclaims any liability regarding its use. Novatio’s only obligations are those in the Standard terms and conditions of Sale for this product, and in no case will Novatio be liable for any accidental, indirect or
consequential damages arising from the sale, resale, use or misuse of the product.

